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Target Amerika: 

The Bomber Projects 

 
The following rules will help you incorporate these new units into your “AMERIKA” 
game. Feel free to pick and choose which ones to use so long as all players agree. 
These can help balance the game when players of differing skill levels play against 
each other, or add new dimensions and strategy for advanced players. 
 
Hitler’s fascination of New York City in flames drove Germany’s leading aircraft 
engineers to begin development of several options for bombers that could strike 
targets on American soil from European air bases. In 1942, the Amerika Bomber 
Project was born which produced several contenders vying for the chance to make 
Hitler’s dream come true. In Amerika, not only was the project very successful, but 
by 1946 heavily funded to aid in the air supremacy war over the Atlantic. The 
Horten XVIII B-2 (from the base game) became the best all-around platform of the 
project, and was the mainstay of Nazi bomber supremacy. The Arado E-555 and 
Messerschmitt Me-264 (from the expansion Bring In The Heavies) were both very 
competent designs as well, helping to soften defenses and destroy Allied 
installations. 
 
But several other designs from the project were also produced in limited numbers 
to round out the air force and provide mission flexibility. When the decision was 
made to invade North America, every resource available had to be called upon for a 
chance at success to even be possible. Help turn the tide of war in Germany’s favor 
using these Amerika Bomber Project aircraft in AMERIKA! 
 

          
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amerika_Bomber
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amerika_Bomber
http://www.historicalboardgaming.com/Bring-in-the-Heavies-Amerika-Expansion-Set_p_2036.html
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Long-Range Amerika Bombers were developed specifically to hit 

key targets on the U.S. east coast. Use these bombers to disrupt Allied defenses and 
take control of key eastern cities. 

 
 
GERMANY 
 

Horten Ho XVIII A 
LR Stealth Bomber 

TYPE 
 

Special 

ATTACK 
 

5(2) 

DEFEND 
 

5(2) 

MOVE 
 

UL 

COST 
 

8 
                

  
Horten Ho XVIII B 
LR Heavy Bomber Special 8(0) 8(0) UL N/A 

                

  
Heinkel He 277B-5 
LR Medium Bomber Special 8(2) 8(2) UL 10 

                

  
Junkers Ju 390 
LR High Lvl Bomber Special 5(2) 5(2) UL 10 

    
  
           

  
Focke-Wulf Ta 400 
LR High Lvl Bomber Special 

8(2) 
2x8(2) 

8(2) 
8(2) 

UL 
6 

14 
 

                

  

Daimler-Benz 
Project C 
Carrier Bomber Special 0(0) 0(0) 6 12 

  
 

Project D 
 

2x5  0(0)   +1  Roll 1-6 
  Project F  3x2 0(0) +1 Roll 7-12 
        

  
Sänger “Silverbird” 
Sub-Orbital Bomber Special 5(0) 0(0) 8 8 
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Horten Ho XVIII A Long Range Stealth Bombers are the 

first generation Ho XVIIIs. On this version, payload was severely 
sacrificed for maneuverability, range, and radar stealth 
characteristics. As a result, this bomber does not reroll misses 
like heavy bombers, but due to its stealth characteristics, it is 
much harder to find and attack. Any enemy aircraft or SPAA 
units attacking the Ho XVIII A suffer a -2 penalty to hit it. That 
means any units attacking at a 2 (like other bombers in air 
combat) cannot hit it!  A Luck Shot of 1 hits any ground unit. 
Limit 3. 

 

 

Horten Ho XVIII B Long Range Heavy Bombers are the 

second generation Ho XVIIIs. Payload was restored by increasing 
both wing size and thrust, but at the cost of the sleek radar 
defeating profile of the “A” variant as well as all defensive 
armaments. Although an improved version (the “B-2”) of the “B” 
was put into mass production for the Luftwaffe to invade North 
America, the Germans still kept one reserve unit of these in their 
invasion arsenal. At the start of the game, the German player gets 
access to the one remaining unit of these. Give one to the German 
player for free when setting up the game. They may choose to 
keep it for themselves or give it to the Japanese player to use for 
the game. Only one side may use it per game. Once it is lost it 
cannot be rebuilt. A Luck shot of 1 hits any ground unit. Limit 1. 

 
 

 

Heinkel He 277B-5 Long Range Medium Bombers 

would have achieved the furthest operating range of all the 
Amerika Bombers if actually built, but it had to sacrifice payload 
for fuel. As a result, this bomber does not reroll misses like heavy 
bombers, but comes at a slight discount in comparison. A Luck 
Shot of 1 hits any ground unit. No build limit. 
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Junkers Ju 390 Long Range High-Level Bombers are 

just what the Luftwaffe needs to soften enemy defenses. This 
unit is immune to enemy anti-aircraft guns and SPAA units as it 
attacks from high altitude. Capable of carpet bombing, it gets to 
reroll misses once (like regular heavy bombers) but has no luck 
shot ability. Limit 3. 

 

Focke-Wulf Ta 400 Long Range High-Level Bombers 

are duel mission units. Within a flight range of 6 spaces, they can 
carry an extra heavy payload, doubling their attack capabilities. If 
they plan to fly over 6 movement points, they carry a standard 
payload and still reroll misses once (like regular heavy bombers). 
A bit more expensive than the regular bomber units, they have 
the added bonus of being high-level bombers so they are immune 
to AA guns and SPAA units. However, from that altitude they 
cannot choose targets. No luck shot ability. Limit 3. 

 

Sanger Silverbird is a sub-orbital bomber that uses 

immense speed and the Earth’s atmosphere to “skip” along to its 
target zone, drop its ordinance, and then safely land in friendly 
territory off map, costing it an extra turn in the air support box 
after use (may only use this unit every other turn). Reasonably 
cost effective, it can be devastating in a city zone. Anytime this 
unit is used against a city, roll three attack dice instead of one. 
Also, this unit cannot fail orders so it ignores a roll of “12”. It does 
not reroll misses, but a Luck Shot of 1 hits any ground unit. 
Limit 3 
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Daimler-Benz Project C Carrier 

Bombers were developed as a type of “flying aircraft 

carrier”. The idea was the carrier delivers a group of smaller craft 
to its maximum range before launching them. Once launched, the 
carried aircraft (Project D or Project F) essentially became pilot 
guided bombs. Although not technically suicide bombers, the 
pilots would likely not survive long enough to be picked up by 
submarine. The carrier aircraft would return to base empty to 

pick up more D or F bombers. 

To use the Project C in the game, the Euro Axis player purchases a Project C carrier 
like any other unit. On the Axis Move Units phase, roll 1D12 for this unit to 
determine if it’s payload will be Project D bombers or Project F bombers according 
to the chart above. This will be the type of payload available to it for the remainder 
of the turn. This roll is made at the beginning of each Move Units phase regardless of 
the bombers being expended or not during the previous turn. The Project C bomber 
can be shot down like other bombers, but the D and F payload bombers are not 
subject to Phase I or Phase II combat. 

To launch the payload, the Project C bomber has 6 movement points it can use to 
position itself for launch, and return to a safe landing zone (exactly the same way  
Fighters do in the base game). When its payload of D or F bombers are launched 
during the Axis Conduct Combat phase, they may choose to attack the space they 
were launched from, or move 1 space and attack an adjacent territory. This is a one-
time attack, even if combat lasts for two rounds in the territory.  

Die Roll 1-6: Project D Bombers are powerful weapons to use against concentrated 
enemy forces in cities. They get 2 pre-emptive attacks at 5 or less during Phase III 
ground combat, so any targets hit during this attack are immediately removed from 
battle and do not fire back. Additionally, if both rolls are successful hits in a city 
zone, the attack was devastating enough to disrupt the entire city. Place an out of 
supply marker on it through the next Allied turn. Follow the Out Of Supply rules 
from the base game rule book. No Luck Shot capability. 

Die Roll 7-12: Project F Bombers are also a devastating weapon when used against 
specialized enemy ground units. More capable than the D Bombers of homing in on 
specific targets, they get 3 pre-emptive attacks at 2 or less during Phase III ground 
combat (destroyed units do not return fire). For each successful hit, choose any 
ground unit to destroy, even Special and Ultra-Special units. 
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Thank you for purchasing this amerika 

expansion and enjoy the game! 
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